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1. What are your current symptoms and health history? I have had asthma since I was 
about 5. It got much worse when I hit puberty, which I thought was the reason, 
however that was also the time I had most of my amalgam fillings place. I had 8 total 
all in the back molars. Here are my symptoms: dizziness, headaches, burning and 
pins and needles (not same time)  in feet and toes, ringing ears, a swishing noise in 
ears, floaters in eyes especially Left (it seems like a lot of my symptoms gravitate to 
the LEFT side), anxiety, itchy skin (this came and went in the winter months, trip over 
left toe occasionally, random twitches like fingers, pain head, feet cramping, hairloss, 
nausea, vibration feeling, pulling sensation in head, blurred vision, goosebumps 
feeling on scalp.    
I have been to every doctor imaginable and had many, many tests, I have had 2 MRI 
at the cleveland clinic Mellen center because I was convinced I had MS. I have had 
so many tests, all come back fine except one had slighly elevated ANA. I am seeing a 
dr. who was recommended by Andy Cutler his name is Jay Nielsen. I have been to 
him once on June 4 and he ordered more labs and other tests. He is out of the 
country currently until next week, but I have another appt with him in July. I hope to 
speak with him sooner about the labs.  

2. Dental history (Wisdom teeth removed and when? Any other extractions. First root 
canal placed? Braces? First amalgam etc…) wisdom teeth removed when I was 21. 
Braces when I was early teens. Amalgams in teens.  

3. What dental work do you currently have in place? What part of the dental clean-up 
have you completed?I have had all removed (yeah!) Last one was on June 14 

4. What dentistry did your mother have at any time before or during pregnancy?she has 
amalgams, unsure how many. 

5. What vaccinations have you had and when (including flu and especially travel 
shots)?had a flu shot back in Nov? before I learned there was mercury in it. Found 
out because I was having twitching sensation in arm they administered it in, googled 
it and cam back with mercuy...never getting them again. I had one previously 
probably 3 yrs ago as well. Last one dr. talked me into(because of asthma) and the 
entire time some thing was telling me not to..... 

6. Supplements and medications (including dosages) taken at time of hair test, or for the 
3-6 months before the sample was taken?was not really on any supplements at time 
of test. Take symbicort for asthma. 

7. What is your age, height and weight? 29 age, 100 lbs 5'0''  
8. Other information you feel may be relevant?I found someone else who had the 

elevated ANA with mercury toxicity and hope that it is related, she seems to think so.   
9. What is your location – city & country (so that we can learn where certain toxins are 

more prevalent)Cleveland OH 

 




